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Experiment Summary  

 Using experimental values of displacement and mass, we calculated k constants for the 

different lengths of an elastic string to find how the k constant is related to length of the string. 

By finding the k constant for mass of .1 kg at different lengths, we would then be able to 

calculate an experimental value for the displacement, given any mass and initial length. This data 

will help us in determining the k constant, and thus the initial length of elastic string, we will 

have in the final Bungee Egg Drop experiment. We based our method on the relationship 

between Hooke’s law and the force of gravity.  

 As we knew that the k constant would change depending on the length of the elastic 

string, we conducted 9 trials using 9 different initial lengths, which we then used to find the k 

constant for each respective length. We hung a tape measure next to the elastic string to measure 

the initial lengths, added the .1 kg mass to the bottom, and measured the final length. Then, we 

used the difference of the initial and final lengths, acceleration of gravity, and mass to calculate 

the k constants. Having recorded all our necessary values, we then found the linearized 

relationship between the k constant and x to find the uncertainty of our k constants. To find our 

experimental values for the k constant, we set Hooke’s law of F = -kx equal to F = mg and used 

experimental values of initial length, displacement, and mass. The linear formula we found for 

the k constant was k = 1.7226L - 0.0441. Also, the conservation of energy could be used as well 

by setting gravitational potential energy equal to elastic potential energy. Using regression 

analysis, we determined that the standard error of our k constants was .06 N/m, which would 

need to be experimentally tested to be deemed acceptable, as we have no expected values for the 

k constant. Our data showed us that the shorter the initial length of the string is, the shorter its 

displacement will be, and that the shorter its displacement is, the bigger the k constant is. Future 

experiments could include using the k constant to determine amplitude and omega using the 

simple harmonic equations, which would help us create the parameters for our egg drop 

experiment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fig #1: Diagram Before and After Added Mass  

 

Description: Before the weight has been added, the string hangs at the chosen initial length. After 

the weight is added, the elastic string stretches, creating a displacement that is related to the k 

constant, mass added, and gravity. The relationship between these terms is given by the equation 

mg = kx. Also, the gravitational potential energy (mgh) set equal to the final elastic potential 

energy (.5kx2) could be used to find the k constant as well.  

 

Quantitative Data and Analysis  

Fig #2: Chart with Experimental Values for the Length of the Elastic String and K constant  

initial length 

(m) (+/- .005 

m) 

mass (kg) 

(+/- .1% 

kg) 

x displacement 

(m) (+/- .005 

m) 

k constant 

(N/m) (+/- .06 

N/m) 

final length 

(m) (+/- .005 

m) 

0.255 0.1 0.145 6.76 0.400 

0.390 0.1 0.230 4.26 0.620 

0.465 0.1 0.260 3.77 0.725 

0.600 0.1 0.340 2.88 0.940 

0.670 0.1 0.375 2.61 1.045 

0.905 0.1 0.625 1.57 1.530 

0.500 0.1 0.275 3.56 0.775 

0.775 0.1 0.435 2.25 1.210 

0.290 0.1 0.170 5.76 0.460 



Description: This chart gives the initial and final height used to calculate the displacement, mass 

added to the elastic string in each trial, and the k constant found using the experimental mass and 

displacement values with the formula mg = kx.  

 

Fig #3: Graph Depicting the Experimental Relationship between Length of Elastic String and K 

Constant 

 

Description: Using the experimental values for the initial length of the string and the k constant, 

this graph shows a power relationship between the length and the k constant.  

 

Fig #4: Linearized Graph of Length versus K Constant Relationship  
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Description: This graph depicts the linearized version of the graph in Fig #3, meaning that it 

represents the same data as a linear equation, rather than a power equation. Since the power 

equation from Fig #3 was close to x-1 (or 1/x), we knew that to linearize the data we had to graph 

1/initial length with the k constant.  

 

Experimental Value of Interest  

 The experimental value of interest is the k constant because it is the term that, once 

calculated, can be used to predict the displacement of a string, given the initial height of the 

elastic string. Using our experimental values of .1 kg and the displacement, we found the 

relationship of k = 1.7226L - 0.0441. By finding the k constant using either energy or forces, we 

would then be able to figure out how long to make our elastic string in the egg bungee jump 

experiment using the previously stated formula. The k constant is taken from the formula F = -

kx, and is also seen the elastic potential energy equation of PE = .5kx2. The uncertainty for the k 

constant is due to the uncertainty of the values used to calculate the k constant, including the 

mass of .1 kg and initial length.  

 The uncertainty of the k constant, given by the standard error of the regression analysis, 

is +/- .06 N/m.  

 

Quantitative Error Analysis 

 As there was no expected value of k constants, the acceptability of the uncertainty of the 

k constants are reasonable. Given the uncertainty of displacement (.005 m) and the uncertainty of 

the mass (.001 kg), the uncertainty of the k constants as .06 N/m seems acceptable because it is 

bigger than the uncertainties of its components. To test the validity of one of the k constants, we 

could use the k constant and initial length to find the experimental displacement of the elastic 

string using the conservation of energy (mgh = -kx2). If the displacement was +/- .005 m, we 

would know that our k constant is acceptable. Although not an exact indication of accuracy, we 

conducted two other experiments using the same heights but different, although close, masses 

and calculated similar slopes for the linearized graphs of k constant versus 1/initial length, 

suggesting that our calculations for k constants is relatively accurate.  
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